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AAK

AAK-ML (Mortise Lock 
Body Sold Separately)

AAK-L AAK (Handle only)

Choose the Alfred Ambassador 
Kit (AAK) To Suit Your Project.

AAK-L

AAK-DB (Latch not include) / 
AAK-DBL AAK-ML
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ALFRED AMBASSADOR 
PROGRAM 
The Alfred Ambassador Program has been developed and curated to 
mitigate the immense, unavoidable liabilities of having premium, finished 
door hardware installed and in use during the construction phase of a project. 
Designed leveraging decades of industry experience and knowledge, Alfred 
Ambassador kits provide smart, innovative and simple options for a broad range 
of applications. The innovative custom-engineered T-Grip temporary handles 
offer: a near tool-free assembly and installation (DIY Friendly); compatibility 
with all standard cylindrical lock preps and most North American mortise lock 
applications; tapered rose design allowing for worry and tape free painting of 
doors; and are recyclable and easily reusable for multiple projects providing 
an unmatched value proposition. Complimented by value-focussed options 
for securing your openings (pre-keyed temporary mechanical deadbolts and 
mortise cylinders), the Alfred Ambassador Program is the first dedicated suite of 
solutions that finally protect your finished hardware from being exposed to the 
inevitable abuse, damage and significant frustrations and costs of readjustment, 
replacement and revisiting of openings for property owners, builders and 
installation teams alike. Protect your investment and time while impressing final 
occupants with finished doors and hardware in pristine condition.

S P E C I F I C A T I O N

Smart, Temporary, Re-Usable… Keep 
Your Premium Hardware Beautiful 

AAK
Handle Only Kit

- Includes 2 Roses and 2 Knobs
- Screw Pack with Spindles and Springs
- Perfect to use with or without a latch mechanism, adding 

door control while blocking views through door preps during 
construction

AAK-L 
Latch and 
Handle Kit

- Includes AAK plus a basic latch
- Screw Pack with Spindles and Springs
- For use during construction phase without using final door 

hardware

AAK-DB
Temp Deadbolt 
and Handle Kit

- Includes AAK plus a Temp Deadbolt in 32D
- Temp Deadbolt comes Pre-Keyed
- Screw Pack with Spindles and Springs
- For use during construction phase without using final door 

hardware and being able to secure the suite.

AAK-ML
Mortise Lock 
Cylinder and 
Handle Kit

- Includes AAK plus a Temp Mortise Lock Cylinder
- Temp Cylinder comes Pre-Keyed
- Screw Pack with Spindles and Springs 
  Mortise Lock body not included

AAK-DBL 
Temp Deadbolt, 
Latch & Handle 
Kit

- Includes AAK plus pre keyed Temp Deadbolt and Temp Latch
- Screw Pack with Spindles and Springs
- Full complete deadbolt kit to secure door during construction

*Temp Deadbolt Only (AA-DB) and Temp Mortise Cylinder Only (AA-MC) also 
available upon request.       
** All Kits ready for 45mm (1-3/4”) Thick Doors. Extension Kits for door thickness 
up to 60mm (2-3/8”) available upon request.


